
• https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-bug-14-million-users-posts-public/ 

• https://gizmodo.com/a-bug-in-samsungs-default-texting-app-is-sending-
random-1827291759 

• https://www.theverge.com/2018/5/3/17316684/twitter-password-bug-security-
flaw-exposed-change-now 

Source:

• https://www.wired.com/story/facebook-photo-api-bug-millions-users-exposed/ 

• https://www.zdnet.com/article/twitter-notifies-developers-about-api-bug-
that-shared-dms-with-wrong-devs/ 

• https://www.cnbc.com/2018/10/08/google-bug-exposed-the-information-of-
up-to-500000-users.html 

Invest in delivering high quality and stable
app experiences to retain customers.

www.bugsnag.com

• $2.3 billion estimated loss in 
shareholder value on the first 
day alone

• Loss of customer loyalty and 
brand reputation

• Delay in new features and 
production schedule upheaval

Companies suffer when a 
software failure is made public

60% of time
finding and fixing errors

25% release cycles
due to quality testing

Software developers 
spend a lot of time 
finding and fixing errors

On average, there 
are 100-150 defects 
for every 1000 lines 
of code 

2018

2017

2016

2002

~$2.84 trillion

$1.7 trillion

$1.1 trillion

$59.5 billion

Financial cost of software bugs 

3.6 billion people
affected in 2017

>268 years
in downtime

Software failures are 
most commonly caused 
by software bugs

Why stability monitoring matters 
more today than ever before

+ Tracks various application behaviors, 
including errors

+ Requires developers to sift through logs to 
find bugs

– No proactive method to alert developers 
about users’ bug experiences

First Logging files

Error reporting and 
monitoring libraries

+ Adds automated monitoring to error reporting

+ Sends emails to developers when an error occurs

– Requires work by developer to track down bug

Then

Cross-platform error 
monitoring tools
+ Captures errors across different platforms 

+ Notifies developers in real-time

– Lacks overall understanding of each bug’s 
impact on software and the business

Next

Stability monitoring
+ Alerts developers when overall software stability 

dips below standards 

+ Provides a holistic and proactive approach to 
error monitoring

• STABILIZE: Know when to build new features 
vs. fix bugs.

• PRIORITIZE: Identify bugs that are impactful 
to the business.

• FIX: Spend less time reproducing and
fixing bugs.

Now

How have software bugs been dealt 
with over time?

CANCEL FIX

Time is money.
Software bugs 
waste both.

Part 2: What We’ve Learned From
140 Years of Dealing With Software Bugs


